University of Oregon
Erb Memorial Union Expansion & Renovation
Furniture Meeting #3
Feedback from Meeting #1
- Focus on lounge furniture here
- Provide a variety of sofas and single seat lounge chairs
- Tables should be coffee or low conference height
- Furniture should accommodate a variety of users including options for larger sizes and weights.

GROUND LEVEL – STUDENT STREET
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

POWERED COFFEE TABLE – Knoll Power Cube

MODULAR SOFA – Coalesse Await Lounge

LOUNGE CHAIR 1 – Coalesse Joel Lounge

SIDE TABLE - Coalesse CG1

OTTOMANS – Kimball Dwell

2 TOP COFFEE TABLES – National Myriad

LOUNGE CHAIR 2 – Coalesse Coupe Chair

SIDE CHAIRS – Coalesse Enea Lottus

COMMUNITY TABLE – Kimball Priority Table
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: Coalesse Await Sofa 3 seat sofa  $2,875 List

Kimball Villa – No pricing information available

Loewenstein Tangent 88" long  $5,420 List

OTHER OPTIONS – MODULAR SOFA
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: Knoll Power Cube  $2,500 List

Herman Miller Swoop  $876 List

National Myriad Cube  $1,103 List

KI Hub  $1,213 List

OTHER OPTIONS – POWERED COFFEE TABLE
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: National Myriad  $938 List

Coriander Ashland Table  $1,210 List

OTHER OPTIONS – 2 TOP COFFEE TABLE
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: Coalesse – CG1 $1,608 List

Haworth – Kennedee Table $3,840 List

Kimball – Folio Table Price TBD

National - Myriad $1,042 List

OTHER OPTIONS – COFFEE TABLES
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

OTHER OPTIONS – END TABLES

Coalesse – CG1 $1,285 List
Haworth – Gong Table $634 List
Haworth – Bong Table $1,122 List

Haworth – Cannot Side Table $1,127 List
Coalesse – Await Side Table $1,316 List
Loewenstein Roco round base $944 List
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: Coalesse Joel Lounge  $1,906 List

KI – Lyra Chair  $2,019 List

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge  $2,113 List

Geiger Scissor Chair  $2,517 List

Coalesse – SW1 Chair  $2,089 List

Arcadia – Nios Lounge Standard  $1,225 List
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: Coalesse Coupe Chair  $1,439 List

Geiger – Tuxedo Chair   $2,591 List

Haworth – Tuxedo Chair  $2,930 List

Coalesse Millbrae Contract  $2,517 List

Kimball – Villa Chair  $1,986 List

Oregon Corrections Enterprises -  No List price
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Basis of Design: Kimball Priority Table  $2,649 List

Steelcase Campfire Big Table  $2,969 List

First Office Intermix Table  $4,383 List

OTHER OPTIONS – COMMUNITY TABLE
Feedback from Meeting #1
- Remove café furniture in front of stadium stair
- More individual seats and fewer long sofas
- Seated height café tables to better support coffee shop and food service
HEARTH

LOUNGE CHAIR 1 – Coalesse Millbrae Contract Lounge

LOUNGE CHAIR 2 – Coalesse Joel Lounge

COFFEE TABLE – Coalesse CG1

SEATED HEIGHT CAFÉ TABLE – KI Athens Table

LOVESEAT – Coalesse Millbrae Contract Sofa

SIDE TABLE - Coalesse CG1

2 TOP COFFEE TABLES – National Myriad

SEATED HEIGHT CAFÉ CHAIR – Coalesse Enea

OTTOMANS – Kimball Dwell
HEARTH

Basis of Design: Coalesce Coupe Chair $1,439 List

Geiger – Tuxedo Chair $2,591 List

Haworth – Tuxedo Chair $2,930 List

Coalesce Millbrae Contract $2,517 List

Kimball – Villa Chair $1,986 List

OTHER OPTIONS – LOUNGE CHAIR 1
HEARTH

Basis of Design: Coalesse Joel Lounge  $1,906 List

KI – Lyra Chair  $2,019 List

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge  $2,113 List

Geiger Scissor Chair  $2,517 List

Coalesse – SW1 Chair  $2,089 List

OTHER OPTIONS – LOUNGE CHAIR 1
HEARTH

Basis of Design: Coalesse Enea
Lottus $339 List

Herman Miller: Eames wire base
$308 List

Steelcase – Move chair $266 List

Haworth – Very Side Chair $264 List with no seat pad

Herman Miller: Eames stacking
base $369 List

Harter - Cyclus Chair $425 List

Herman Miller Caper chair $300 List

OTHER OPTIONS – CAFE CHAIRS
HEARTH

Basis of Design:– KI Athens Table $602 List

Coalesse - Enea Table $1,066 List

Herman Miller – Everywhere Table $822 List

Harter – Shapes $892 List

Falcon Tables $1,079 List

OTHER OPTIONS – CAFÉ TABLES
Assumes a 30” Round Table
HEARTH

Basis of Design: Coalesse – CG1  $1,608 List

Haworth – Kennedee Table  $3,840 List

Kimball – Folio Table Price TBD

National - Myriad  $1,042 List

OTHER OPTIONS – COFFEE TABLES
HEARTH

Basis of Design: Coalesse – CG1  $1,285 List

Haworth – Gong Table  $634 List

Haworth – Bong Table  $1,122 List

Haworth – Cannot Side Table  $1,127 List

Coalesse – Await Side Table  $1,316 List

Loewenstein Roco round base  $944 List

OTHER OPTIONS – END TABLES
HEARTH

Basis of Design: Coalesse - Millbrae Contract  $3,440 List

OTHER OPTIONS

Geiger - Tuxedo settee  $4,058 List

Coalesse - Coupe Sofa  $2,160 List

Coalesse - Visalia Lounge  $3,279 List
Feedback from Meeting #1
- No furniture in front of video wall
- No seating in front of craft center
- Provide stools at charging bar in tech lounge
- Replace sofas with benches at stair to accommodate both open and closed security grill functions
- Furniture outside pub should be lighter scale so it can be moved
O LOUNGE

LOUNGE CHAIRS – Coalesse Coupe

SOFA/LOVE SEAT – Coalesse Coupe

COFFEE TABLES – National Myriad

OTTOMANS – Kimball Dwell

BENCHES – Harter Forum

GAMING COFFEE TABLE – KI MyWay Coffee Table

COUNTER HEIGHT STOOLS – Steelcase Move Stool

SEATED HEIGHT CHAIRS – Steelcase Move

36” ROUND SEATED HEIGHT TABLE – KI Athens

GAMING LIGHT SCALE LOUNGE CHAIR – Coalesse Bindu

BISTRO HEIGHT RECTANGULAR 4 TOP – Knoll Antenna

STANDING CHARGING TABLE – Steelcase Campfire Big Table
O LOUNGE

Basis of Design: Coalesse Coupe Chair
$1,439 List

Arcadia – Nios Lounge Standard
$1,225 List

KI – Lyra Chair
$2,019 List

Coalesse Joel Lounge
$1,906 List

OTHER OPTIONS – LOUNGE CHAIRS
**Basis of Design:** Coalesse Coupe Sofa  
$2,160 List

**Kimbal Villa**  
$2,471 List

**Coalesse, Visalia 2 seat with single fabric**  
$3,279 List

**Basis of Design:** Coalesse - Millbrae Contract  
$3,440 List
O LOUNGE

Basis of Design: Steelcase Move Stool - $434 List

Falcon GT712 $545 List

Falcon 1709 Series $503 List

Coalesse Enea Lottus $546 List

OTHER OPTIONS – COUNTER HEIGHT STOOLS
O LOUNGE

Basis of Design: Steelcase Move
$266 List

Falcon GT707  $394 List

Falcon 1700 Series  $293 List

Coalesse Enea Lottus  $339 List

Herman Miller Caper chair  $300 List

OTHER OPTIONS – SEATED HEIGHT CHAIRS
O LOUNGE

OTHER OPTIONS - BENCHES

Basis of Design: Harter Forum  $1,434 List

Coalesce – Visalia Bench  $1,616 List

OTHER OPTIONS – COFFEE TABLES

GAMING COFFEE TABLE – KI MyWay Coffee Table  $890 List

Coalesce – CG1 Rectangular Table  $1,447 List
O LOUNGE

Basis of Design: Steelcase – Bindu Side Chair  $1,181 List

Herman Miller Swoop Chair  $1,891 List

Herman Miller – Chair One  $1,067 List

Coalesse – Wrapp Sledbase Chair  $1,219 List

OTHER OPTIONS – GAMING CHAIRS
O LOUNGE

Basis of Design: Bistro Table – Knoll Antenna  $ List

OTHER OPTIONS – CHARGE AND BISTRO TABLE

Basis of Design: Charging Table Steelcase Campfire Big Table  $3,170 List
Feedback from Meeting #1
- Remove 2 top tables from the corridor
- Furniture should reflect the historic character of the space
- Provide rugs and lamps here
- Seating layout should be concurrent with the historical layout of this room
TAYLOR LOUNGE

SOFA – Coalesse Pasio Sofa  $4,840 List

LOUNGE CHAIR 1 – Coalesse Pasio chair  $2,371 List

COFFEE TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table  $1,113 List

CONSOLE TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table  $1,329 List

END TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table  $966 List

LOUNGE CHAIR 2 – HBF Perfect Pitch  $1,865 List
TAYLOR LOUNGE

Basis of Design: HBF - Perfect Pitch  $1,421 List

OTHER OPTIONS – LOUNGE CHAIR 2

HBF – Venice Chair  $2,179 List
FOOD SERVICE FULL – updated layout

Fishbowl Feedback from Meeting #1
- Continuous counter at North window
- Provide all 2 top tables that could be grouped, all 2 tops at perimeter
- Chairs should be plastic not wood, lightweight and stackable

Fountain Court Feedback from Meeting #1
- Provide tables and chairs in a variety of heights. Do not incorporate any lounge furniture here
- All 2 top tables for flexibility of seating arrangements
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

BOOTH – Falcon Dunhill

SEATED HEIGHT CHAIR – Coalesce Enea Lottus

BISTRO/BAR HEIGHT STOOL – Coalesce Enea Lottus Stool

CAFÉ and BISTRO TABLES – Falcon J91 disc base with grade C top
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

**Basis of Design:** Coalesse Enea $339 List

**Falcon GT707** $394 List

**Falcon 1700 Series** $293 List

**Haworth – Very Chair** $192 List

**Oregon Corrections Enterprises – No list price**

**Herman Miller Caper chair** $300 List

OTHER OPTIONS – SEATED HEIGHT CHAIR
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

Coalesse Enea Lottus  $546 List

Falcon GT712  $545 List

Falcon 1709 Series  $503 List

Haworth – Very Stool  $364 List

Oregon Corrections Enterprises – No list price

OTHER OPTIONS – BISTRO/BAR HEIGHT STOOL
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

OTHER OPTIONS – CAFÉ AND BISTRO TABLES
30”x30” Square for baseline pricing

Falcon Tables
$1,184 List for Seated height, $1,280 List for Standing Height

Fixtures Furniture Pick a Top/Base
$870 List for seated height, $895 List for Bistro Height
Feedback from Meeting #1
- Tables along walkway should be seated height and have power and data at the tabletop
- Some benches outside entry to MCC
- Reduce seating in Lounge 121 – flip computer tables perpendicular to wall

LEVEL 1 — STUDENT STREET
Feedback from Meeting #1
- Keep collaboration area as is
- Remove seating by the glass at conference 230

LEVEL 2 – LOUNGE SPACES
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

SEATED HEIGHT ROUND STUDY TABLE – KI
Athens Table

SEATED HEIGHT STUDY CHAIRS –
Herman Miller Eames Chair

4 TOP RECTANGULAR SEATED HEIGHT COMPUTER
TABLE – Herman Miller Everywhere Table

LOUNGE CHAIRS - Herman Miller Swoop Chair

LOUNGE CHAIRS - Herman Miller Swoop
Chair

POWERED COFFEE TABLES – Knoll Power Cube

END TABLES – Coalesse CG1

COFFEE TABLES – Coalesse CG1 Table

BENChES - Coalesse Visalia
**UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE**

**OTHER OPTIONS – STUDY TABLES**
Assumes 30” Round

- **Basis of Design:** KI Athens Table, $602 List
- **Coalesse - Enea Table:** $1,066 List
- **Herman Miller – Everywhere Table:** $822 List

- **Harter – Shapes:** $892 List
- **Falcon Tables:** $1,477 List
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

OTHER OPTIONS – STUDY CHAIRS

Basis of Design: Herman Miller: Eames wire base $308 List

Coalesse Enea Lottus $339 List

Steelcase – Move chair $266 List

Haworth – Very Side Chair $264 List with no seat pad

Herman Miller: Eames stacking base $369 List

Herman Miller – Caper chair $300 List
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

OTHER OPTIONS – POWERED COFFEE TABLE

Basis of Design: Knoll Power Cube  $2,500 List

Herman Miller Swoop  $876 List

National Myriad Cube  $1,103 List

KI Hub  $1,213 List
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

OTHER OPTIONS – LOUNGE CHAIRS

Herman Miller Swoop Chair  $1,891 List

Arcadia – Nios Lounge Standard  $1,225 List

KI – Lyra Chair  $2,019 List

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge  $2,113 List
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

Basis of Design: Coalesse – CG1 $1,608 List

Haworth – Kennedee Table $3,840 List

Kimball – Folio Table Price TBD

National - Myriad $1,042 List

OTHER OPTIONS – COFFEE AND SIDE TABLES

Basis of Design: Coalesse – CG1 $1,285 List